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This survey was jointly commissioned by The Marketing Practice 
and FINITE.

Background to the survey

About FINITE

About The Marketing Practice
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A total of  B2B executives were 
surveyed, of which half 
represented companies with 

 turnover or above.

51

£100m8%41%51%

61%39%

Of those surveyed…

Survey Participants

A range of seniority levels and job 
titles are represented, including 
generalist roles such as marketing 
leads, marketing managers, VP 
marketings, a head of enterprise
marketing and a COO. 

There were also dedicated ABM 
roles surveyed such as a 

 and an 
.

senior ABM 
manager ABM enterprise 
digital marketing manager
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‘Wanting to achieve a particular objective for an account 
or group of accounts’ was the top trigger for most 
respondents, with  of marketers citing it as one of 
the factors that led to ABM implementation.


This is followed by ‘a sense that this is something we 
should be doing’ (cited by a third of participants) and ‘an 
ABM advocate joining the business’ which played a part 
in a quarter of our respondents’ ABM implementations.


The least popular option was ‘a request from another 
part of the business (e.g. the board, the sales team)’.

78%

Why do organisations embark on ABM?

78%



“
Viewpoint: Chris Burke, Associate 
Director, ABM Solutions at The 
Marketing Practice
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A quarter of respondents weren’t able to find the 
practical resources they needed to launch and run ABM 
programmes.


Of those respondents who were able to source the tools 
required, most of them found them from within their own 
business, followed by training providers and then their 
agency.
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How easy is it to find practical tools 
and templates?

25%
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“
Viewpoint: Dominique Hall, Marketing 
Director – Industry Marketing at 
Servicenow (and ABM Hotline

responder)



Over half of respondents said that their ABM 
programmes were run by marketers who were having to 
balance the programme with other marketing 
responsibilities.


Only  of survey participants said their organisation 
had marketers dedicated  to ABM.  have a 
dedicated central ABM team working with local field or 
country managers to deliver the programme in-region. 


Of those who balance ABM with other activities, only  
feel this set-up supports their team’s success; compared 
to  of those who have marketers dedicated  to 
ABM. (Note these are small sample sizes, however.)

22%
100% 17%

36%

73% 100%
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29%
22%

49%

Do you think your team set-up supports ABM success?

22%
2%

59%
17%

How is your ABM team set up?

What does a typical ABM team look 
like? (…and is it effective?)



Below: responses from those who expressed a 
concern that a lack of dedicated ABM marketers was 
holding their programme back.

We lack collaboration between a unified marketing team 
and supporting CoE teams.

We need additional resource and a greater degree of buy 
in from sales.

As it is right now, the team is too small to provide ABM 
the dedication it’d need to succeed. It’s not awful, but it 
could be much better.

We are in the early stages and the leadership team is 
being slow to help give us any momentum.

The set up allows for collaboration across roles, lines of 
business and geographies.

Below: responses from those who feel a dedicated 
team has positively impacted their success.

Our ABM marketers work with account management and 
sales teams to define objectives and achieve results.

There is a dedicated focus on ABM with the help of field 
marketers. Alongside the central team this gives a strong 
push to the ABM efforts.

“
Viewpoint: Robert Norum, ABM 
Consultant & Trainer, B2B Marketing
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More than three quarters of respondents’ ABM 
programmes are represented at board or senior 
leadership level. Of those,  have a marketing sponsor, 

 are represented by sales and  by another member 
of the C-suite.


The  of respondents who don’t yet have a seat at the 
top table felt this held them back for reasons including: 
“Greater understanding of ABM as a function would aid 
buy-in/success”, “ABM and lead gen is seen as solely 
marketing responsibility” and “Need that seat at the table 
to push ABM across the organisation”.

57%
23% 8%

10%
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57%

8%

2%
10%

23%

Does your ABM programme have a board sponsor/ a representative 
on the senior leadership team?

What role does the board or leadership 
team play?
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of those whose programme has a marketing sponsor felt it 
impacted the organisation’s ability to run ABM, because:79% of those with a sales sponsor felt it had an impact, 

because:64%

It was clear from the survey that having top-level 
representation in the company was crucial. 

Viewpoint from our respondents



Opened up accounts and discussions.


Building mind share amongst the ABM accounts has 
helped us build brand recall and increase revenue.


Sales have the key account knowledge and therefore are 
able to better identify target accounts.


Campaigns were in line with customers’ needs.


Much easier to align on an account by account basis.


Input from sales made the programme realistic.

82%

65%

 of respondents set their ABM objectives in 
collaboration with the sales team.


Of those,  felt it had an impact on success, with an 
overwhelmingly positive response, including comments 
such as:
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65%

17%

6%

6%
6%

How was your ABM programme’s success influenced by your 
ability to set your ABM objectives in partnership with the sales 
team?

How important is sales alignment 
when it comes to objective-setting?



“
Viewpoint: Nick Anastasiou, Strategic 
Key Account Manager – Public Sector, 
O2 Business
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63%

25%
12%

 of respondents use specific inside sales specialists 
who are integrated into their ABM programme, as 
opposed to  who don’t use inside sales or 
telemarketing as part of their ABM programme, and  
who use a separate telemarketing team. 
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Do you have inside sales specialists dedicated to following up your 
ABM activities? Or do you use a separate telemarketing team?

How integrated is inside sales 
follow-up?

25%

12%

63%



“
Viewpoint: Erica Neal, Head of 
Outbound at The Marketing Practice
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“
A final thought
From Chris Burke, Associate Director, ABM Solutions 
at The Marketing Practice
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themarketingpractice.com

linkedin.com/in/richardcosteloe

rcosteloe@themarketingpractice.com

Richard Costeloe

Business Development Director

The Marketing Practice

Ready to take the next step on your 
ABM journey?


Get in touch


